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Questions such as these are often directed tip 4ficer of s

." 14doesn't5 some descriptions of practical
claBsrobrn a anguage learning? -

How- about giiring some language experienee ideas.
thai I could use With my -opykin pupils sta

-e- .,

MOnday?".. 1
4.

; ..the. International Reading Association or to the publications :
staff, of the AssOci\ation. .Primary ade teachers i w hof arePrimary
searching': for procedures to use in developing their pupils' t:
writing ,abilities will discover qui few suggestions in this
booklet. In faCt, Chapter 5 of this publication consists entirely
of descriptioni of activities which can be ,u.s.d4 almost
ithmediately in primary classroonis or aclapted for use with 'a
minimum; of effort..,HoWever, the chapter is not just a. collection
of..one-time'activities; instead; each procedure is accompanied
by some additional suggestions- for follow up, both immediate
and long term. . \ . .

Since this manual as developedand field tested:
by the highly respected-Learning Research and bev.elop t
Center 'at the University of Pittsburgh, it is hardly surprising.
that chapter 1 -presents a rationale for Primary. children's. ,
writing. The second and third;ch.apters set forth, the fundamen-
tals,of the teaching of writing, and the fourth chaptee deals ; -

'with certain details of classroom Inanagenient .Thus this
manual is useful, not only as a handbook 'for individual. -.-
primary level teachers, but as at pedagogic. aid -in organized

,...-/teacher. education. -
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Use the preceding versions of thii man. were.tried

,,,../:6,
1 41k L a variety of .elernentary schools in rec years, the

inati.onal, Reading has the g fortune to ..

lish &handbook Which has already been re 0d/by a series
*; .. of field tests. Obviously, the.userii of $he boo et also benefit
,/.. L__:ficn these re o -merit t The:offiders of the ,fisOciation q*

. grateful.to the .Leavning Research and Deve.topment Center
and. to the Ford Foundation for the = de.ifelopm.ent of the
manuscript for this very practical addfitidn to the IRA list. of
publications. s.%

, _'.7
.... . William Eller, President....
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This _book is -One product of 'a special project: at
Learning Research and Development 'Center, University of.
Pittsburgh., The 'Center's .general mission is to find .Ways :of .11,
adapting edutation to. indiRaual children, -so that. they can
-buila., on their own talents and. interests beginning in- their
earliest years in school. The special- Concern:of this project,
funded by the Ford Foundation, was to explore some of the,
meth4ds or informal education within a context of concern for
basic skill-- development,. in the triaditional .areas. of the
elementary -schoolreading and mathematics.

_Writing seems to us to be'one of, he most iMportant ways
to assure that all children master the basic 4teraey skills rind"

In fact, over several years cif work
sallow the freedom to express their own Copcerns. and build
upon the pecial interests. I
with children, we have become convinced that fullodevelopment
of literaCy can occur only when Children do of
writing as well a lot of reading. Fuither, we have .learned
that children 'a lot only when they are encouraged and
expected to-wribout things they want to write about. Thus,
we do not see a chOicebetween informal education and rigorous
learning. Rather, we find that activities that . encourage
children' to communicate their own deas, cliscoveriee and
feelings; paiticularly in written form, are a way of promotin
rigorous leaining. These activities give children a way to apply
what they already_ know to what interests them' and, in the
process, they acquirQnevv abilities. This is the essence of what
we mean by 8.d tir4. individualsfinding their capabilities
at the start and b ding froi thgie.



account observed patterns' Use And teachers:.of clag*froom
reactions. .

Thg Arucluie of the Book and How to Use It .

/

Ch apter gives Sortie general background on wring by
young children, including the general rationale for 1:Vritingint



theelementa grades and a desCription of the different kinds/
of:writting that can be expected'at-these ages. Chapte/2'gives-/ overview of the" iailiproach to generating writing IiNr young
,Children .that' is developed in detail in the rest of the -book.

/1 'Chapter 3 describes bne structured Sequence of Etctivitied Which .

might be used, to generate writing :on a day-to-day basis:
Chapter ocies into the d. tailed practical:aspects of setting up
a writing program and eeping it going. Finally; -Chapter 5
desCribes tWe tyrfOur.sp activities for stiniolating writing./ 1.
For each of ese there is a description of an initial-sequence of f):

activities or getting D started, followed by stiggestions or
f011Ow-uri activities: . .

It is Important to read, Chapters 1.,) and '2 ,irk' or, to"..understamethe,context in which the activOies;i:ff Offiipters 3,4,
and :5 C. an be expected to workmost succeSeftalir,::*)uniay want
to read the intrOductory sections through qtficklythe first time
f;Etrid.,then return to,them later to 'help in interpreting your own
exPerien,bes with writing 'in 'Srour claSsroorn: youdecide to use.

. this atiplroach ;Yogi' will need t-o rpad ChapterS 4 and 5 Carefully.
, co,and, decide on the specific activities- you .think will make the .

-best beginning in your own classtoornYoU,probably should
select' two or" three of, nthe activities in Chapter 5 to begi
with,/ and give oeach two r three, weeks to "matUre" in your
classroom before adding new. activities. Too many:_ -new
acti "ties iritroduced at once can lead to confusion rather than,

i en usiasm and; stairied interest in writing
bookhas been used by :many teachers over the past,,

`several years in .substantially the present form. In classrooms
varying" from tradttional to 'infornial, -and-including all= the

; mixed forinsin between,.teaehers and students report that they
have successfully and 'pleasurably/ pursued creative, writing.
We are indebted to all these teachers,' for reactiqps and
-SiiggeStions w1ddh have contributed to the final revision of the
book, a;rie-1 ,to all the .yoUng wtiters::Who- have -shared- their
breaticrns''with

NcrerNirthild -also f like" to thank Cathlene..1-1ardawAy, Billie
Ilulltarid Violet Wileon for typing the manuscript,iWits initial
ar &many' revised forms.

Lau..ren 11. 1,esnick
,Learning Research and ,'Development Cehter

.Universxty of-Pittsburgh°
I ,

.
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-Elernentary .-schOol educators have alWaYs been -Con,

Cernea.that children becOM6. literate, but most of the ContenV
Pressures brought to bear on ,SChbols are related to the:

. -4. lielPinir children to- read- rather thEin to write. Our
intentiOn.here WU) redress this.' inibalance by offering some
practical suggestions about ways in Which young children can .
begin. t0 write freeht, and- to some purpose. ..

:Such-4 development is bk.-no means new some schools in
the United States have 'made promising beginnings:While the
work confined to any one approach, it is sigilificant that .

classrooms in ,Avrhich.s dent self-reliance is _valued: We should
.moisrinteresting haVe 'been _associated with

not lie suiiirlsefl at this. When Children. are expected tOr0ach
et0 fincrtheir- own levelS of competence and are able to .

- their personal , intereSts,.to a stage at which they jzleepme
-anxious to share _their. ,findings and exPeriences%Withf others,.
there. will be -much: writing of great variety. : 1.

. One of the most interesting aspects of such expresiiive.
writing. is :the fact that it can : :begin :Tvery "-early. for many
Zhildren.- There seems be ,Irioarie441 to wait until children-cart
read before they begin to:write. We, shall haVe more tolsa,Y later -
about -the relationshih.' between reading and writlite; but it
seems-to be obvious that children will 'Nide:di/to encode their own e.
thoughts in writing. when are' ,encciuraged to begin to
.decode- the written thoughts of otherp:°.

WHY' SHOULD .CHILDREN WANT TO7WRITE1 .

Many children are interested-in beginning, writing just, r



begat_ise it is new. Like adults, clitildreh desire fresh rierices.
Sensitively handled by teachers, the earliest stages.- * ,-writing
will be, welcomed. But making a start is not -enoil :A ; is
essential that children goon to become writers in the se , ,z that
they turn naturally to that mode of expression when i ..;t:eems
appropriate. The inculcation' of this attitude is a-much h'irder
task.

As with most forms of eXpression; writing will -not
flourish unlese if-gives the child some form of satisfac h.
Initially, the fact thgt the writing exists, that it is finished, y
be enough to make the writer feel the effort to produce it s ,,
been ivorthwhile. But such satisfablii?ns are short-lived untess:ii
thp work evokes soipe:zbesporde on the part of othets. F4w wait

go on writing unless the end product attracts attention. Tho,
child's writing is a response to a previous stimulus; but whelk
the writing is complete, it must, in turn, becOme a stimulus
which leads tofznany kinds of responses by others.

The satisfactions children e*perience when their writing
is komplete provide secbridary motivatign to write. Primary
motivation is a function of desire or need. Such desires and
needs cannot be sWitched on and off by teachers. They will
arise_ naturally as a result of. the child's feelings about his.
experiences, but only in environments where writing is seen as
a legitimate foim of the expression of such. feelings.

the implication is that the classroom must be a place in
which writing is a "natural" activity. Such a classroom will
contain appropriate locations and,materials for writing to take
place, and these will be in use by some children most of the
times There also will be clear signs that the writing is of
consequence. Children's writing will be displayed and used.

M
iclassrooms abound with displays 'of children's written

wo k, but often the work is exhibited to show the "best" or to
show the range in relation to one theme. Such work is often
very. badly presented and )soon . becomes ragged. Children's
writing that is displayed must be presented in the best possible
manner and should.have some real purpose that will be readily
understood. For example, there might be books of stories to be
read 'or charts which have their, genesis in topic studies and
give interesting information.

Children will continue to write only if.they find that it
becomes easier to match their thoughtia and feelings more

13 Children's 'Writing
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etc they 11/1ayetl tb the wor as ey is 16 a process which never
eTids and we; as adults, are faced with- the same problem. But a
feeliitg ofrimastery can begin to growif Pikildren are helped to
develpio,voiting skills. These skills a Ar. -varied. It is not just a
question 'fif spelling words in the conventional manneran
aspect which has claimed the undue attention,of teachers-and
Children in the past. More important, in the early stages, is the
ability to 'select froin the %gent of words which surrounds
each thought and to organize the words into a form hich
has meaning to oth,rs. COmmunicating about a parti lar
idim in a variety of-contexts is at the very heart of writing but
the child's vocabulary will need' continual enrieliment.

These developments.cannot happen unless the children.epgage in a whole range of experiences which are embedded in
extensive amounts of talk among peers and with informed
adulia:. Writing is perhaps the most sgphistiCated form: of,- Writing

and it depends almost entirely on two other forms,
talking and listening, at this early-stage of development. Later,
theafourth form, reading, also will have a contribttion to make.
It is not surprisrng, therefore, that children seem to write
readily and with greater degrees of skill in classrooms where

4. many activities are taking place which are largely .self-
generated and are accompanied by a great deal of purposeful
discussion about the work in hand.

WHAT ARE THE VARIOUS- KINDS OF WRITING?
.

. .

Writing is a complex .syMbolic representationt of a
person'S thoughts and iinageS. Often, it is indicative of the

. Search for meaning and reveals the degree of knowing:Thus,
writing is closely related to the internal manipulation of
external experiences.

Most writing by young children can be considered as
encoded speech. Residual images bf their experiences are.
stored in children's minds and are first transformed into inner
speech.- The transliteration of this symbolic fform into that of
writing will b4.,a. struggle in the early stagesbf developmeht;
and the result of the effort will often be a pale shadow-Of what a
child really thinks and feels. ' \

. '

Rationale for Writing in the Primary GrLides
J. Si
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Given is 'general view of writing we must consider
ways- of categoirizing the :various forins.sit must be streisedi

will. be of no significance to the youni, c a. ,

hitir-hoVlever, that such . categorization is for o own purposes. It

2 The writing research unit of th0 University. of London
qnstitiite of Education considered thej "postures" any writer
*might take.. The three major categories 'suggested may be
outlined as follows:. . . , - . ! i

. . 1. The transactional posture. This is language, concernedposture.
.

,
N

with getting things done. It inVolveg giving information.,
.. . - . .

instructions, exPlanations, and opinions; .recording
_ 'facts; and attempting to Peistiade and advise others.'

2.. The expressive;.pOsture. This'is language which is-Close
to the self, -ii3ed to reveal' the nature of the person, to
verbalize his consciousness, and to exhibit his close
relation titihe reader. Expressive language is a free flow
of ideart-And feelings.

. .3. The pokic posture. Poetic language iSqii verbal Construct,
faShioned in a particular way, to 't-make a- pattern.
Language is used as an art medium.
:,:,.It rapist be pointed out that the three postures were derived firm

an'.eXarnination of adult writing, but they would seem to have
direCt application to writing of any kind. . .

Any set of contrived writing experiences. designed for
dren should be concerned with all three postures. When

'- ..c '1 ri write freely, it will be seen that they adopt all of the
postuz;es and move freely from:pe to the other, althoughaindiViduals may seem to ferrio comfortable with one mcide

\ ficim tithe to.time,,
Teachers should see that none of the postures is valued

*snore highlythan-the others. It bas.been fashionable for some
eq.ucaftWnEtlists to be more concerned witliAhe poetic poitprein
an effort to engender, creative writing. While this is seductive, , ..

and can be achieved by providing the right stimuli, it is equally -
important that the child becomes fluent in the transactional

, mode. .. ' ;
.

' 'Much of the early iwriting of young children will fallinto
the transactional category. A piece of writing aboutsomething
that a child has done is very common:For example, a five-year-.

-old might"be lielpedto write a single. sentence about a piture tie
, *

15
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has painted which he thinks might be-of interest to other's. We
might ha.ye a picture of children 6ling into-d liuilding with the
daption, "Our, dabs went sto ,the museum last Friday." The
record of the growth and behavior of the class.hamster, written
by individuals and combined into one large book on display
next d" to the hamster's cage, is an example of transactional
writing in that it gives information and records. facts.

The expressive posture is.often-revealed-unexpectedly by
young children when they'are writing in ..a transactional mode.
An account ,of bomething may suddenly break down into a very
perilonal, piece of writing which verbalizes some new awareneias.
The i terjection of such writing is not intended to reveal the
"writer' 3 loseness to th'e reader, but it is a valid example of
uncont d 'personal expression. At one/time, many young
children were required lo keep daily di; te's in the hope that the
expressive -posture .would be revealed and would develop well.
As one would expect, such writing cannot take place without
.accompanying ideas and powerful feelings,. and .many daily
diaries dekenerate into that is trivial and quite
impersbnal.

Expressive.writing,if intentional, is an indicatok of the
child's degree of .personal development.lf it occurs often, we
Can suppose that the selfzecqcept is maturing.: Such 'Writing
Anust be treated with some care by the teacher. The preservation
of the symbolic self, as HaSrakawa* has po.inted out, is the-
fundamental motive of human behavior, and the teacher's
insensitive' criticism of eXpressive writing can evoke a strong
response in the child and seriously inhibit further writing of
this kind..

Because the poetic mode involves the-deliberate, formal
structuring of language with a view to producing-an elegant
pattern, it is unlikely to form any major part of the writing of
young children.rTeachers, however, should. be on theflookout
for the beginnings of such writing, which' are likely: to appear
when a child feels something 'deeply. The poetic posture will
norinally spririg out of -expreSsixe _writing; and its -truly
indiVidual and creative qualities should be recognized..

*Hayakitwa, S.!, Symbol, Stattis, and Pei-sonality: New York: Elarcourt.Briace
Jovanovich, 19.53.

f
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It has beelf.pointed.`out by others that Children will learn
to write by writing, just as they learned to talk by talking. The
approach _ to children's tg must be one of action. .The
teaCher'S aim will be to get children writii2g about things that
matter to thenc without concern for the postuKe which such .
writing repreSents. -

THE RELATIONSHIP OF WRITING TO SOME OTHER
MODES OF EXPRESSION

It is fundamental to hurnan growth and development
that we become competent in Various forms of expression, Man
is a social animal and, as such, he must be able to get and keep
in touch with others.

Language is basic to such communieation. It is not 4nly
central to expressive communication among persons, but' it is
crucial to communication with the self. Indeed, the develoment
Of a symbolie system foi thinking depends upon language.
Hayakawa suggests that at least nine-tenths ofall thinking is
really talking to oneself.

It will be obvious that writing is very closely related to
speech, and if teachers diagnose and remedy difficulties with -
the written form of expression, they, naturally look to an
improvement in children's abilities to express themselves by
speaking. But speech has its roots in gbstures and bodily-
movements. A baby 'Communicates first in this way, accompa-
nied by a repertoife of sounds which, eventually, become.
speech .patterns. At times, it may be helpful to'encourage bodily
movement as a prelude to speaking and writing:In co-ntempor-
ary terms, this might involve children in dramatic activity or
Movement to music. Much good. writing has taken place after
yoUng children have been encouraged to dance and mime.:

- Writing is a graphic form; it involves making marks an
paper. As such, motor skills are involved, but one also needs to
develbp a sense of order and pattern. For tiiese reasons, the
relationshil:, between writing and drawing or painting are
close. Some apProaches to the -correct'. formation of letter
shapes hove been through art, but picture and pattern making
also seem tiirefease energy in some children for speaking and
writing. Tn many ciassroorniwhere there is art of a varied and
high standard, the writing is of corresponding quality:
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THE. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WRITING' ik.ND READINGWe1.1141'h e stated earlier that enc ing and decog, as
inverse i rations, are .clearly irelatqd and that stheir separation
is illogical. It is traditional that .readingthe decoding

.- should be in advance of writing :the encoling,77-but a--few
iovative approaches to reading now are 1:4g_inning to reverse

this order. Children's own thoughts about topics of their choice
. are encoded by the teacher/into.' sentences and written into

specially made books. The children then illustrate their boOks
. vCrhieh becOme their first readers. It will be noted. th4t the

mechlinics%of encoding - are _handled by-the teacher, but the
children areparty to the process arrd develop strohi senses of
ownership. /

Children develop/knowledge of letter/sound* relation-,

(phonics)- asIlieS,b6;py words provided by the teacher and
as they try to Write their own words. Also, the children learn

kleft-to-right, tOp-to.--bottom progression as. teacher.and children
read back what has been written,. We stress,_ reading and
writing must procce,d,side-by-side..If this is not catered to in
any reading program, children's writing may be -severely
inhibited in 'terms of content, form, and 'skills.

If a child writes something, or has it written on his
behalf, the presumption should. bp made that somebody will
read it. Any classroOm should have many notices and pieces of
Children's writing which. are there for real purpOses. For
exaliwle, we woqld expect to find a half-completed m6del left on
a work. table with a child's notice, such as: ,' This is mine. Please do not touch. Stern. ,

-Such. simple notices provide exCellen:t motivation for both
reading and writing because. they affecebeha.vior. This aspect
has :been' grossly underplayed in classrooms for young- 411.
'children. Too much that is Written.has been purely descriptive, .
although such writing. still has an important place.

When children are writing, they should alte:rnate
between encoding and decoding as they struggle first to form
words and sentences =and Men read them' to check: the; match
betWeen their thoughts and the Writing:- All childien, will net
'work in. this way, but it is a habit that should be encOuraged by

teacher. Clearly, some constructive skills neciesstirsi` for
writing can become analytic skills required for reading, or the

4
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opposite can apply. If these transformations do not seem to
function, and discrepanCies arise, *this proviffes the teacher
with opportunities to intervene- and provide teaching which
will be keen as a responie to a felt need. . .

As children write, they need xnany'different,words. At
firsi, These are proyided directly by.an adult, but the provision
of word sources later will in lude thematic word charts of many
kinds, such as the Sollowang:

days pf the week and months of the
year

colors
hik numbeirs

food
things at. ome
things at schOol
things we like .

;

Other. chart/2i -should provide basic vocabul es for personal
feelings, common actions, and prepositions. ere also. may be .

charts related_ to the specific interests of groups of chJdren or ,.;1'

those Which . Ariie from activities of various kinds: For
eXample, a visit to.the zoo could lead to a discussion of the "zoo ;;;
words" 'which children might like to have available should
-.they wish to write about theirexperiexices or write imaginad
stories based. upon them.. In the early stagt-s, the charts Will'be
.illustrated and . be rather like- the pages of 'a huge picture
dictionary, althdugh the entries may not always be in
alphabetical. -order.. These word charts will be useful in .
connection with . reading. If appropriate reading books are
plaCed adjacent to each chart, some childreninay be MOtivated
to read them, and another link with reading will be forged.

TeaChers should regularly ask childrenti:i read selected
examples of their own writing. If -children cannot read -what
they have written, some surprise should be -evidenced. Again,
this situation 'can '.-be used by the thacher, to motivate, the
development,;of reading skills. Specific exampleEi of the close _

relationship _between writing and reading may be found
. throughout the following discussions:

SOME .STAGES. or DEVELOPMENT
'

We have iMplied 'that children should begin to express'

V
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theingelves through writing from their earliest da-y.i3 in scUoor.
In a-later chapter, manY Suggestions are given for generaing :

.t- many -kinds-of writing. It is acceitted; at the beginning, that
children-wil.pbe unable to write for theniselyes and that an
adult, or older student, must write at-their.dictation. Later,-all
,kinds of writing will be atternPfed by children on their awn. .

In a complex learning environment the amount of
children's writing.. should -_reach considerable proportions., Much of it will. He *.` ree" in the sense that it is generated by the
children of Their wil volition and relates to subjects that
matter to them. Other _ writing .will be structured. It will
emanate from- experiences stimulated by the teacher for
particular purposes. For example, tke teacher may introduce
work to give practice-in the expressive or poetic modes. -

' ' The_assessment of the quality of a child's work must be
'subjective, but it may be helpful to consider some significant
stages in the development of the child"s writing abil' y.

/,The- first stage is that in which- the child doe o 'more...
thaii,:."label" things and representations of. thing e may
have isolated worda_or ,_at_hest,_a_caption-FoiLeXample, after.
drawing a picture,. the child may write on it some of names
of the things which the picture shows.7Or he may wish to giVp
the. picture a title. Again, the child might want -worths and
_captions- to .,:be written to aCcompany -things that he has
constructed. ,

. t.

The second stage may follow quickly on the first. It is the
stage when the child wants to write a complete statement. Such
statements' consist of a noun clause and a -Verb clause. A
complete statement is an effective unit. of cOmmunfeation. If
the child is using a _restricted speech code, the sentence may
seem unconventional, but it should still. be aCceptable to the

. teacher, 'provided that it is complete and relevant.
. , ., . ' -.At .the third'stage of development, the. child makes two.

%complete statements which he wants to ,vrrite, or have written
for him. These- statements must be related in some way; ;

ii although their order may. have little Or no significance.
At the fourth stage, the child extends his writing to three

or more: sentences, but this stage has not-been reached unleis
the statements hive a logical other. At thiS stage, too, thefihild
,will be writing on his own, although he will expect to have
access to many sources of words, including the teacher.

.
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Theifilth and final stage of the development in'the'early
grades is that in which the child persists with his writing over
an extended periffl of time in relation to a thexne. Such themes
will'be of great variety, and the amount of time spent On each
will vary a great deal.

Many teachers consider_ that a child's'progress through
_ the five stages is a function not only of the amount and variety

of his oppcirtunities, to write freely, but also of the degree to%
which some of the writing is structured. We agreekthat such'
controlled experierice is .riecessary, althotigh it must never be
the only kind of writing that the child engages in. Apt

e

I

SOME 'EXPECTED otrrpO s
While it would be foolish to presume that any objective .

related to writing can be achieved'fully during the child's.first
years in the elementary school, wp would expeck, to find
evidence' of some. progress toward each of the outcoines out-
lined below:

1. The growth of the ability to be articulate in writing about .

events and ideas about which a child -: wish* to
communicate.

.2:. The growth of the ability to reflect upon past experience,
iii Writing,- with the objective of seeing1". what :thinge
mean: . .

3. The grow th of the ability to use writing as a meariEi of
expressing emotions:

, It will be noted that the: three objectivegi relate to
behaviors Which depend upon the child's competence
the range of writing postures.

2 I
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Chapter .?
Generating Writing y Young. Children

Given some.- appreciation of the need for, children
write, and of the kinds of writing .which ,May be eipeeted,
teacherg will need to consider the practicaVissues in4olved
initiating and maintaining writing. ,

APPROACHES TO WRITING
4-

The indirect and direCt apProitches' to writing are
discuSsed. here. We will consider -e0Gb '80:0kumatel.Y but they
not mutually exclusive. It is likely That bOthNyill be.used once
writing is established in any clasilroiiin;

%.

. The inxiirectapproach. writing will be one
outcome, the approach aoes not.seek only to generate writings-.
but torenrich all modes of individUal and creative etpression. It
is expected that children-Can be helped to communicate about
their experiences, ideas.; and feelings itraat great variety of ways.
Writing will be one -' mode. If such an approach is used, a
Classrooni foTwyoUng,'- Children will have something of the
quality of W. workshop where nian.y. things , are happening at
any one time arid the children are communicating aboUt them
in -Many media. The symbolid representation will have great
variety 2 andfind b at -different levels of.. sophistiCation.. For
example, some children will communicate through the manip-
ulatipn 'or: creation of thtee-dimensional objects, while. others

ariay PrOduce two-diensional patterns and pictures: Writing
a sophisticated and aomplex synibol uysternwillgradUally be
encouraged, but its forced Use may seriously inhibit.thequalitY
And freshness of a young child's efforts to. communicate. Of
fundainental importance, however, is the fact that the

. _



apziroch generate a great amount' of speaking and
liStening. As childien work, they are free to talk with one -

,Another and - with the adults- present this is the essential
_prerequisite to any form, of writing. Indeed, a child's first
Writing will be encoded Speech that he considers to be
suffi niciently impdrtant to' This approach tty'I3e
difficult to establish fOr a variety of reaSons and may require

-patience on the teacher's part because the writing outomes*are
.not immiadiaie."-Most imPortane, thg'approach demands very .

careful preparation. Although the= resultant activity- in the
-classroom is nontraditional and apparently'pparentlY "informar,":_the-
underlying structures must -have forin which; can-be. Ptecisely

_ described, yetAbe suffiziexitlyftexibletdabconiniodatellie needs-
of children as These become explicit. W_ ftth such an approach,
the tOacher must be 'a clinician. .

15` The direct approach- apProach depends upon the
provision of appropriate tasks of increasing complexity which
can: be intr&luced to children without the need basically to
change the whole teaching-learning = environment. If such
Casks are to cater to the differing abilities and interest. -S of any-
group of children, they can only be designed as sta "ng points
which indicate specific directions and then permit 4. de range
of outcomes within the . The activities in C ter :5 are .

suggested -for this purpose. This 'set of activi /35 is _not
comprehensive but is intended to stimulate child nt'Ihe
early grades to write with pleasure and inc_ reasing co ,,.ence.
The activities vary in difficulty, and the seque s are
designed to be flexible enough for teachers to adapt F,them
across a wide age and ability range. The focus of the kajority
of the activities if on the transactional fipd epressive poStures

Cthis early stage of -a
and may relate to both. The poetic moctr iintroduced but not
giVen the same amount -of attertigri

development. w.,
In addition to providing examples of .activities which

may be introduced by-the teachdr on appropriate occasions, we
also outline in qiapter 3 a structured sequence which may be
Used to generate writing on a day-to-day basis.

.

Ho* SHOULD. A APPROACH BiF ,CHOSEN?

The teac er's judgment about which_ approach to use, .
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when introducing wrillniOlyt*ill be .influenced by her concern tor_
mitch characteris*si pfathe new work with that of the ongoing
activity. ThropappAitck to 'Writing need 'n-.4 'fiethelsame as the
approach used in other work, but the children must come to see.
it compatible if the,Y;aire not to regard 'writing as something
extraordinary. For ex#*.ple,' if most of . the activities 'rin
claisroom begin with ,the children's own'ideas, then-a closely
presicribed 'apprOaChi with the teacher orchestrating, would

-appear contradictory, On the other hand; children who are
accustomed to highly structured.-presentations in reg rd to
their own learnin catingt always be expected to find the own

-,reasons to write. e, motivation Ust be external.
F. ,

WHEN CAN A OHILiiI). BEGIN

The decigion relating *,to when a child should. begin
writing, must--rest with the teacher.. Our..experience suggests.
that many children, are ready to begin writing soon after
enter school...Readiness is eviderfeed by children'S interests in
words, by to write their,nainesi by forceful statements
about things they 1-f.aye been_doing, and-attention to writing or
printed matter. In classrooms Which combine children of
several grade levels, young children are stimulated to write,
because- they. .see older children doing so.-They 4lso traidel.the-
behavioi, of -adults, and it is 'impOrtant that teachers write
notices, make charts, and write for a variety of other put-130863
in full view of the children.'

! Teachers 'will know that often these indicators of
-regidaness Occur well'in advance of a child's actual ability to
regdei nruch in hiss. taWia- handwriting. It has been Bugged
that dictation can -bridge the gap between the child's desire to
write and his ability to actually do so. -.

We have already implied that the act of taking dicta on
can be a rich experienCe for both. teacher and child. ost,
important, when a teacher spends-time in this way, it SU eats
that-writing is a :very impoktant activity' and it gives it validity
in the child'i eyeia, just as time taken to hear a child read does
with regard to the decoding process. The motivation to write
will not he high unless the-child considers it to be something.
that peOple do'and find useful and rewarding.

ClearlY, taking dictation from a child also provides the

.'
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teacher With coup'
n,. double; .can=

Cap. ou-tell:rinte
-Teacti 8Can !3pilise't**ccioulation of botleneo ding and
- decoding' skills; arlde so 'beCOine aware of gaps inthe children's

d' irect teachmg in
ssed that the act of
naties for teaching

d for a child
se'SkillSbeCozneS initnediiitel3r;_4*Iileritiinder these-.

.

est; opportunities to adopts diagtiostic role.
-e!iirified?.by direct queStioi*S such as,

-sound -of. the first letter' iitihis..VvOrd?"

b
*4PLtzifiti*T1g0:.lialie*sO;i1

1444rig di IVIii*A44*1113'7.-911b136.

V. . .

. .tealCher appkeciates -allsthese reasons for taking
ietation from :Children, will be .iinderstO t :its.

pUrpOse: jot. childrefriltk' 'te earlie b ut.. !r
respond- to t..140.7..tvhat are very .the
taking dictatiOn'etablisliesan-. t model Of
whri ktiOw thi4gsAlfould,pi-o'vide help .foie cise who do e

41` expect a child twit OwS iaSimpl electrical circuit
for: a .rtii;c101 tidibesame: We a:-

..child who can read to-,give:tiisfanCe.tO one who ditfitulty
in reading: At.s4ii.i44-1-_-fiitur.0.-0.44 alSO expect;aeliil,wlia ";

*rite tb assert another *-rh-ja.otieedS help own
ide

leariy, the use of dictation clui.be enorniouslyinvijatiiii.
in h. 1ping children to!`write,7 13;utoftext-a teacher may not-be in
a po *Lion to organiid,h*.classrooM in such a way Wirth make
ma irnal Use of dictation. In this case, she e-nry have to limit
her 'VailEibility for dictation. Some teachers set aside times in
whi h they ,are available exclusively for this purpose. Others
sch ule regular

in
dictation appointments, reminding

chii ren well n advance of their sessions. Some first grade
-=teachers wait until midyear to introduce Writing. They explain
tha by midyear many children can write relatively unaided,
red cing the number. of children requiring large arriounts of
tea- ± er time for diCtation. Teachers using this method usually
s d the first part of the year develciping vocabulary that is oftar to childreniAn 'their, writing.

Others also carp contribute to
tha goes on. Older children in the soh
ce n periods totake dictation, a help
the lder. child. Parents also enjoy this

2 5

e amount. of dictation
of can be invited:.in for

both the younger and
unction in classrooms
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Where their help. is ericouragds1 aired appreciated. Moreover;
dictation .between a parent and-child at hOme can answer the
demands from. ma.riy:,parentS for Ictimevvryrk;----provided the-.
ratianale for. their a6 vity is clearly .explained to the 'parent. -

. Children "seem- read y to engage in ;yvritin.g orr writing:-,
related -activities ver early. ,Consequentlyx.the answer.to the
question, 4.,` hen c a child begin writing?"/..is .largely
dependent/ upon the pappiorturiiiies teach4rs are'--afile to make 'N;
'available.

_BINDING A TI!44E F0,11_1/YRITIO:11-; :- :_.,3-...ri,,...--, - ,4.. . .-.=....Firiding,g-tii*Ibr.votititiglti.n st: a-iluestiori of how to .*.

find. time for children-4 :write when... rriculumAs y.alread
,,filled, but involves a sekit assessment of how much time the
tegctier herself "can devote' to -becolning- involved.' In the
beginning stages,it is_ for any.fo any teacher to be onservative
in this judgment. If the assessment is not ivalistic rustrations -:
will certairily arise. '

If a teacher decides that she wants writing to be going on
throughout the school day, then she must be prepared, when
dealing with .young children, for them to make continuous-
demands on her or-on some other resource person. If the teacher
cannot handle such -demands personally, then she. must
arrange fot others to shoulder some of the load. Clearly,
teacher aides 'can help in this_respect, but visiting parents end
older children also can give very real support. Experience has
shown that all concerned have much to gain from these kinds
of cooperation. .

When a finite annunt of time is to be devoted.daily, or at
regular intervals, to writing, then the teacher must plan to use
this smaller .9.mount of time to maximum advantage. It is
essential thaethe.iteacher arrange to keep this time free of all
other c.imia.nds. She must also .tharshall all the resources
available that will give -the necessary assistance to children
without,her personal involvement. For example, children who
cannot write at and who might normally dictate their
thoughts for the teacher to write on their behalf, could use a
simple tape recorder for making a record. The spoken-words
can be reproduced in written form later, if theY are of special
importance to the child. Children with a very limited writing,
yocabulary, who can read some words, could, be asked

Generating VV, y Young Children



arrange .word cards. Those who have difficulties with letter
formation can be encouraged to use a large-print typewriter.
Children who are further 'alopg in their writing development

.frrequire a variety of . resources which will enrich their
vocabulary, such as the . thematic. woid: charts desciibed
previously.,

ESTABLISHING A -PLACE FOR WRITING

The physical environment in which -writing takes place
is an important consideration. It might be presumed that all
children prefer to write in a designated, quiet space seated at a
table. In ftZct, young children appear to be quite individual in
these respects. At times, a child's best work can be'produced
while. he is sprawled on the floor sUrrounded by the bustling
activities of others. There are some assumptions owever, that
pan be. made about the physical enviionmen . It should be
possiblefor'every child toknow where the writ gMaterials he
needs can be found, where supportive resour s are normally
available,. and where other children who want to write are
likely to be found. For these reasons, locations for writing
should be designated and the -area; or areas, well equipped.
Chapter 4 suggests one way of resolvihg this issue. Apart from
theitirganization of the physical environment, it-is necessary
for teachers to define the child's ciegiee's of freedom relating to
the use off writing spacesdChildren need to know how often
writing is to take place, how they are expected to. use the
.materials available, and what outcomes are to be expected.

SHOULD MISTAKES BE CORRECTED?

The activities suggested in. this manual will generate a
great deal writing. As stated previously, in the early stages,
adults may need to provide continuous help to young children
as they struggle to make their responses. Such close support
means that the writing -produced will be of an acceptable
standard of accuracy. Later, as the children feel, able to write
unaided, mistakes of many kinds are certain to 'occur. tit-111e
past, many teacher corrected these errors in traditional wayti..
It is now suggested that the persisteni mistakes which a child
makes should be viewed diagnostically by the teacher, that is,

I -
. .
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exami edrwith the objective of finding out why they *were.
made Subsequently, it will be the - teacher's job to provide
parti ular experiences, or other resources,. so that similar
error are .,no repeated: Often, errors indicate that the
class Oomis d cient in some respect. For example, if children
cannot spell words relatink to their homes, this might suggest
that a word source in the form of a picture dictionary or word
chart relating to this theme is not available: Owthe other hand,
a-particular child who makes simildi spelling mistakes might
need help. with ( word-building skills which are based on
phonics. In 'every case, the teacher should remember that
writing provides the young child with his only opportunity to
eXpreSs sound in a graphic symbolic form. A child who
struggles to do this on his own is having a richer educational
experience than one who hesitates to the extent that he never
writes a "new" word without the teacher's help.

As children approach independence in :.their writing,
some teachers introduce the concept 2f prszareading the
English curriculum area. When the child understapds its
purpose and use, the teacher can suggest that he proofread his
creative writing when it is. finished. Through self-correction
,many children produce better technical work, and 'avoid the
thi.eat to their expression that rigid correction by the teacher is
likely to produce. Whatever response the teacher makes to a
child'13 errors, it must not seriously inhilait the child's
willingness to go on expressing himself by.writing.

EVALUATION AND RECORDKEEPING

Some form of evaluation and recordkeeping is necessary
so that teachers, children; and their p-a ents may be-aware of
growth. ,Initially; the record will compri e samples ofthe work-.

of. each individual, collected at regula intervals. Later,- the..
',Ordered samples will be supplem6nted by the teacher's notes
which refer to special , difficulties and their alleviation;
significant growth.. points, and the special interests of each
child. Existing means of communicating with parents can be
extended to relate to writing, but it is, also important for
teachers to arrange for parents to 'see significantly large
amounts-of .Writing, which the children produce. For example; if
a child produces an extended piece of writing that reveals an
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iptereet. Which....tiarentei could support out of _school; then it
zrag4tlie'photOcopied and sent home with an eXplanittory.note.
Such an apProach to parents will do much. to encourage their
continued support. The 'use of visiting. parents to 1-010 children .

as they:Write has been mentioned previbusly,.but Pfiredts can .

also lielp..withTasseinbling.pictue'.files and other Supporiive.
materiali3.:.F.'orinal methods of..a0sessment appeart6:haye little
,;place: in the early stages of tjie child's writing 'deVelopfilent;

SCHOOL SUPPORT FOR WRITING

Before any Arork is introduced; it is presuMed that( the
'teacher. will share her proposals and tentative plans With
colleagues because the new work may have complications for
they school' as a whole and will certainly be -enriched by the
understanding and support of the whole- faculty. As work
progresses; cooperation can be crucial. To take just -one
example of a practical outcome, writing produced by some
childrerimay have great appeal as reading material to others
who are not in the same class. Whenit is pobsible to use writteiV-
work in this way, it is seen t6 have a highly signincantpurpo-aa
'and -will stimulate further effort in the school as a whole:

do.
.

a
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I., .ctured Approach:to Writing lot Yoimg .

Ho* tO" Get Steirted.

oNTE2:iiabeli .

.Provide, the Child with Unlined, paper, no smaller'
than lb inches by '8 inches; bound into booklets of up
to -twenty' pages: .

At some time during each day, the -child will be
expected either ,to draw or paste in a picture about
something which interests him, using the left-hand
side of a double spread in the booklet.

3. When the child has completed his picture,yoU, or sin
adult, should sit -with him and talk about it. Ask
questions which are so framed that a variety f
appropriate speech patterns are used and the ch d's
vocabulary is enriched in the personal, -meani gful.
contdkt of his own work:

4. As the child's thoughts and feelings about the
picture are becoming explicit Whim, ask the child if
he would like to write the names ofany of the things
in the picture, orif he could suggest a caption for thego

-, _

( s ---pictUre as a *hole. .. - . .::- -.

5.71f the child wants naives to be 'tien, dothis in the
space's; which the child indica .s. When a caption is
suggested, write this for the child on right-hand
side of the dOuble spread. Duririg this time, keep the
child actiyelyinvolved. For example; when writing a
word, you might ask. the child to "write" One of its -
letiers with his .finger on the table top,. or to tell What.



c

STAGE

.

another' letter -"Oa ys.7.- Write the letter shapes:Correctly
and of Sufficient size so.tliat-each may be different:I--
ated clearly. A.black felt tip pen is excellent fOr this.
PgrPosg.

6. When the caption is written, ask the'child to read it
aloud and then trace over the letters with a Colored
pencil or 'attempt to. rewrite the caption'in the space
below your writing.

This - stage is. short, ; and most children soon
progress to stage two: . .

ITwo:-Writing complete statements of one-unit
length

1. The child provides .a Picture, as in stage one, but the
subsequent distussion takes a different form.in that
the child is encouraged 'to talk about the picture in
descriptive terms and is helped to formidate his
thoughts into complete statements which hang
together in some recognizable pattern. aeniemb2r
that the criterion for accepting any statement...is Rs
completeness as a unit of cominunication'aboUt the
picture. For example, a young Afro-Amerkan might
use Black. English, the ethnic quality of which would
be perfectly acceptable provided that the statement
is complete and relevant. If not, help the child to
make- it so. -

2. After the child has clarined those aspects of the
picture which seem important to him, suggest that he
make one complete statement about the 'picture,
which you will write on his behalf. As before, this
statement is written on-the right4iand side of the
double spread, while you employ various techniques
which help the child undertand how the statement
is encoded:
Once completed, the'statement must be read aloud by
the d'hild; and he should then be asked to find
individual wOrds, ecessarily in the order in
which they were written. The statement is then
copied by the child in the space below your writirtg. If
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he wislies, the child can .do this several times until he
copies with confideboe and accuracy.

4. Finally; write each of the wOrds in the child's
sentence onto Separate one-inch strips of card cut to
the appropriate length. These are. retained' by the
child and,stored in a cardboard Pocket stapled to the -
back of the writing booklet. When the child has all
the words, he should match -thein to the sentence:
Subsequently, the Eitripi. will be used for sentence
making and as. a word source in relation to the child's
first .attempts to-write unaided.

5. Betore long,. many. Children want to try to write
on their .own. This should e encouraged;; but the
child must be reminded that he must try to write
complete' statement about picture' and that he
should think* about this first so that he writes the
sentence he considers to be the Most important one to
'express his idea.

6. When a child ha's written his own sentence, check to
see that it is complete, and ask the chilcf to -read it"
alOud. As before, indiVidual 'words also should be
read in random order. Also -chick the correct
forrnaticin of letter shapes, and see that 'suitable
spates. haire been left between words. Every class-
room should have means of helping children form
letter shapes correctly and these should be introduced
to children as a result of the diagnosis of their

.

individual difficulties.
By the time that a aim has filled his first one cif

'two books, he may be anxious to write more than one
complete statethent about a picture. If so, lie is then
ready to demonstrate that he has reached stage.three
of his writing development.
A note aboui word pas'itage:

The general tendency is for the child fo use- words
already written in his booklet and available to him
on word cards.. It iherefore, necessary to check to
-see that the childvan stillstill react these words. Reading
practice which tiikest place regularly, is the most

r 4"N
- r ice
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effective.:Take ten cards at random from a child's
word store.and use them as "flashcards." If the Child
cannot &ad any of the word cards, he should be
helped to do so and asked to think of ways in which

mhe could help hiself to rdIrTthem. Some children-
may invent gaines.of "Concentration" (see Chapter
5) by first matching each word which* they find- -
difficult to read with a drawing' or picture on a card of
anothef color. Individuals can combine cards and
play such games in pairs, or in small groups.

If the child uses only those words which he has
used before, much of the child's unaided writing will
be repetitive and trivial. Interest will wane. This is
the time when, additional word sources must be
available. Thematic word charts are of great value,
but the child should still feel free to approach the
adults in the classroom for help. Words discovered or
provided should be written on word-cards and placed
in the booklet pocket when they have been used.

-STAGE THREE = Writing two complete, statements
1. The. -stage of writing two se iterices about a pictur`e

constitutes a significant` step forward. Writing two
statement* -raises--the question of how they May:be
differentiated onefrom the other. Many childieriivill
.presume that this is dob.e :-by writing .thein on

1- separate lines;_ it is an easy Matter, to introduce
the-child to the period mark and the use of the capital .

lettOr for the first-word which begins each sentence.
Childi-en learn .the correct use Of these p.Unctuation
fOrins with little effort at this time. Very little format.

, teaching seems. to be necessary.

2. As at stage one, provide ,children with word cards to
match what they .have written, the words' being
stored in a pocket stapled to the back of th6 writing
booklet: Encourage children to use new words in
their sentences in an attempt to help thump mace their
writing inore. precise an_ d. Vividi As be this is:
more lilcAly . to li-appep if there are abundant and
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varied- *ord sources readily available to the children
in-fihe classroom.. New thematic, word -charts sould be
built .up with the children.

.41

- STAGE FouR--Writing three or more complete statements
1. From two sentences, it is a short step for some

children to write three or more.
When three complete statements are written, they

may, at first, appear to have nq logical sequence and
even seem unrelated. For example, a picture showing
a scene at home might be accdmpanied by the
following sentences: -

I can cook idinneK.
I love my mom.
I like to watch TV.

Some :children will -reqvire considerable help
before they are able to develop a description or story

in' a logical way. This is the time when they need
many opportunifies to listen to stories read to them.
It is presumed that you should note interrupt their
reading of any story in orsler to discuss its struCture:
The careful selection of stories to read to children is a
most important task. R

2..By stage four, the children in any class will begin to
exhibit varied levels of competence. Some will seem
to go ahead fast, having ari intuitive understanding
of how sentences can be arranged to communicate in
a logical way: These children will begin to write more
and more when they have a deep interest- and will
soon progress to stage five. Others may have
problems in Ordering their sentences and may
hesitate to write more than three or four. A few will
want to go back to the stage of dictating to the
teacher. Such a regression is to be expected. Ha-child
wishes you-to write on his behalf, take the opportunity
to discuss how one sentence should lead to another.

At this stage, too, some children will begin to feel
restricted _if they must continue to draw before
beginrting to write. There is no reason to continue the

. 4r

%M.
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activity or to maintainr the double page spread
format, if a child has ideas of his own.

3. As, children write more; the practice of seeing that
every word is matched by a word card stored at the
back of the booklef-becomes unmanageable. Once
children write more than three sentences about any
topic, one of two alternatives should be introduCed.

First, the small word cardS are replaced by a box of
file cards. At the point a changeover, the child
himstlf can copy words that he wishes or needs to
have in his "new" store from the old carde From
then on, the file cardS are used only for words which
the child requires and cannot write correctly for
hithself. The file cards, at first, may be in crude
alphabetical order, but this will be refined later.

The other alternative involves the use of a small
word book in which each child writes, or has written
for,him;the words,that he requires. The word book
will have narrow pages and /each double spread
should relate to one letter, of the alphabet. As with the
file cards, phildren can transfer to.their ,book airy'
word from the word cards which they particularly
want .to note before using the book for new words.
Vnlike the file cards, the word book cannot be strictly
alphabetical in that words which begin with the
same letter will be entered on a page in random order.
Despite this minor disadvantage, word books have
proved to be very _effective and also: inexpensive:

STAGE F1VEWriting thematically b

:

1. Children who write a number of sentences in a i

logical order about the same subject are writing
thematie-ally. They persist with their writing for long
periods and often seem deeply involved. When the
-classroopyi s i l h e d le requires that a child. stop
writing, 'he shou understand that it is quite- if
appropriate for him o continue his theme on the next
occasion. By this means, even young. children will..
begin to produce considerable pieces of work.
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2. At this itage, it is-inhibiting to persist in the, use of
writing bobks as used earlier. It is time for the
children to make individual bookleti of many kinds,
varying _them in shape,. size, and form to match the
themes with `which they are concerned. For example,
if a, child chooses to write about houses, the booklet
that he makes; :with the teacher's help, may be cut to
the rough shape of a house, and decorated *accord-,
ingly. Such.booklets will have different arrangements
of their pages, as suggested in `.`Some 'ways to 'hake
boolis" in Chapter 4.

3. When the child writes in a:booklet of his own making,
the balance- between illustration and writing may
change considerablY. Some .ch4dren will wish to .

insert smaller drawings, or cut-out. Pictures, into the
text. Others- may have no illustrations at all, wile
some might Produce a booklet of many pictures
supported by much less writing. All forms are
acceptable.. The priterfon is the deyelopment of a
theme.

4. When children make complete books, discuss with
them the question of standards of presentatiOn.
Every effort should be made to help children produce
'their work in the most effective form.

5. As children.begin to write freely, their ideas..virill run
'ahead of their skills. Anxious to encode such ideas in
writing, they may misspell words and use incorrect
punctuation,You may be concerned about this, but it
should be realized that, the problem will not be
allevjated by harsh criticism. If you insist on
accuracy, the writing may become stilted and brief.,
The best way to deal with the problems by-quiet
personal- discuspion followed remedial activities
designed to offset specific difficulties. This requirds
skillful halidling. Children must see your interV'enr
tion as appropriate to their needs. If not, subsequent

' work with skills sequences may be viewed as a -
5`puhishment" for writing so much.

6. Children at the _first fo_ur developmental stages will
have contributed to .clais books of many kinds, but

J
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this is the time to extend the activity and enrich it.
The title gislen to any class book oftenaetermihes the
extent of thhildren's contributions. At stage Ave,
topics such as "Ghost 'stories" or. "How to reach, my
home from school" are more suitable because
extended pieces of writink are implied.

When children contribute to class-books, tley work
individually but the results are shared. True gtoup
work in writing will be riare. Most children will be
unable to accept and Work toward groupgoals at this
early stage of their development. On the other hand,
two children may'work together .to produce a chart..
For example, two Mends might produce a chart
about their neighborhoodwriting, drawing and
collecting pictures and artifacts which relate -to
places which particularly interest them: Charts are
more easily made by childienking together
because e_ verything that they assemble is visible at
the same time. It is like producingone enlarged page
of a book.

Finally, the richness and 'variety of the childr&'g
writing will give some indication of the importance
accorded to it by the teacher. As with many other
things, teacher attitude will be a critical factor.

. .

A note on helping independent writeks select themes:
Sometimes.the writing of young childreo will seem to be

similar in style to that of the books in their' reading program. It
.

will bear little relationship to the normal ways in whi h they
express their ideas or convey their excitement, abo a topic,
which -really interests them. If the books in t e reading
program are the ones which children are encoura d to read, it
is not surprising that. they come to think that t :books they
write should be similar. NO child, irrespective of his level of
reading. ability, should be confined to the reading program
books. Indeed., one .of the more important teacher functions is to
see .that. the best possible range of. Other books of .quality is
available to children at all times.-.This becomes crucial 'when
dealing with children who have .few opportunities to become
inirolired -with appropriate books outside school. .

Children who are capable of producing extended pieces
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-Of writing ofi theme of theirownawn °Doing are qften _willing to .

write about topics suggOted to thein, prdvided that thesubject
has an experiential' basi. Others; conftitted by the. extent- of
their' freedom chbOse, may seek your advice in regard to
theme_s, . .

. . In both. cases, direct experience can be a critical factor in
relation to the. extent. and.quality of the writing subsequently .

',Ipriloduced. To take a simple example, a teacher might help a
`child-interested in the natural environment to grow some seeds
in the classroom. When the 'seeds germinate, :the teacher might
suggest that the 'child make a booklet .aboUt growing seeds.
Writing of this kind will .not always be extensive, but itmay
stimulate fort4er interest in the subject, or rairleueitions
width can only b4 answered by additional expo entatiOn.
An awareness of the interplay between direct exPeriences and
writing will lie of great importanCe to. the child at subsequent
stages of his educatiOnal develoPment.

COMMENTARY
,The ariproach outlined in this chapter is designed to give''

the child maxiraum degree of choice, but its structure
predicates a careful progression through clearly defined
stages. Progression is necessary to the development of
competence, and observation of the stages by the teacher can

4tierne as a check on such development.;
While it is suggested that all children might work in the

manner outlined,. it must be stressed again that such activity
will not constitute the whole of children's writing at any level.
For example, if a child at levels one or two wants to dictate a
long story to his teacher, time should be found for this, even
though the -Story may turn out to be almost incoherent.

To become a writer requires experiences and inputs of
many kinds. The teachermay provide experiences such as trips
about which children can talk and then write. The resulting
ideas for stdries or poems could be recorded on the-chalkboard,
leading to individually written pieces by the. children. This
approach is but one element, just as the activities suggesterd, in
"Generating Writing by 'Young Children," Chapter 2, are
another. _
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hapter 4
one Thraitical At3pec,-.

SETTING VP-AND MAINTAINING A WRITING AREA
.

4

If it is expected that children* will take their writing
seriously and4go ahead independently, 'it is :necessary.. to
establish an area in the ,classroo where- suitable- basic -.

.* materials- are provided and writing surfaces are kept fiee for
. this purPose. This implies the isrovision of adequate display

_ and storage facilitieSt the concentration of word sources of
many kin4s,- and the allocation of at least-One table and set of
chairs to accommodate up .to six children to be used only for
writing.. . . .

Setting. Up' such an area is not an easy task. It r*quires
considerable attention to detail _if the espace really to :b
functional. The area must be so arranged that the thingia.Whieh
-a child -needs both to support and stimulate his writing 'Eire
available in such a* manner that his energy can be concentrated:
on the work. It is rather like setting up a very small kitchapain
'which one intends to do. serious cooking.

The first major consideration concerns whether or not
the area shotild- be ..separated from the main -teaching space.
Obviously; no .area. a classroom would be set up so that
children working within it would :be out..ofvisual contact with
others in the room..

An area whiCh is completely cut off may suggest to the
children that writing is quite separate froth everything else,,or
that it. is the prerogative of a selected few. Experience shows
that a space partially open at the-fronf but closed :off on the
other Aides. functions z very:Weil. If it is -set in one corner of the
:rootn; the walls make good-diSplay surfaces and the rooin

S, . ..

.0.

,
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diVi4er can also be the Storage unit: An effective divider can be
made from corrugated Cardboard ar fibre hoard, four feet high,:
tacked to the back. of a low.cupboard which 'open shelifew
diyid4d by:Veil:16E11 partitions.. rr

The second consideration e_ oreCerns the maierials
,

the children use. Some teachers may feel that young children
cannot be relied 'upon:to use materials economically when they
have free- asters to them.Pthers will know that children soon

. adopt sensible attitudes if they ..are given real responsibility;
If the .writing area initially is a virell-organized,., attractive

space,..and the children are told that they are expected to help
make ifeven more so, they do not seem to abuse their freedoms.

. :Sikh attitudes develop most readily when the children feel that.
the space will be available permanently: They Must
example, that they do riot need to apPropriate a.magic marker ..-

becaule they fear that none will be available within a fmf 'days.
Such knowledge. is largely a function. of t4e.. ways inn wvhich

t. niaterials are organiied. If every item has, .a clearlY4 defined
_spade indicated (for example, by outlines drawn on, he..shelVes
of the starage one - to-one con reepondence betweenan item
and its assigned space is easily made after a work period.

Basic Materials
-Pencils; medium.and soft, varied color's.
Ball, point peps.

Magic markers: thick and thin, varied Colors.
Crayons.
Chalk: white and colors.
Erasers. 1.

.

441
t A

A variety of writing and drawirig papers stored in trays
or shallow boxes. Each tray or box sho-uld haV,e.a sample
of the,paper it contains pasted on the end.
A file of mounted pictures, sorted thematically.

. ..

A limited number, 'but wide. variety;.. of magazines and

Some Practical Aspects
Da

4-0
.
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'atalogs to. be used7as piCture.soUrces,by, the children. To
PreVent them,from becomitig. an untidy heap, children '

be told. to . .remove .whole- pages 'if' they require
Photographs which appear there. Magazines should be
replaced regularly.

.',-F . bookbinding materials (see section on
.'ways to make books" which follows in this. chapte

" I
fr°

0.0:71.sotk 4.,
`

4 4

a .

Word sources:
a. Comniercial and homemade dictionaries.
-b Thematic word charts (may- be clipped to coat
-:"f-t :` hangers and hung at suitable heights).

._,)Etlank word' cards.r,''' d, cards related #.13..themes:-

Materidiii '31

Asimple tape recorder and a supply of cheap tape
caSsettes.._

A typewriter.

om e

2.

.

0

Several stamp pads and 2 sets of rubber letters.
.

The rubber letters come in sheets. They are to be found in
variety stores at about '$1 per set.. The letters should be
mounted separately on tour-inch lengths of one-halfinch \
dowel, using tElmer's glue. Each rod should have the
corresponding letter stamped on end. The rods can

Children* Writing
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then be in'a shallow box -with a.lid. Holes should-
, .

be punched through: the lid so that the dowel rods-cane
stand upright, as :shown in the illubtration. 110100

Post .Office Box
. You may wish to construct a special post of:Kce box for

- the .writing area. Provide hailing envelopes of assorted sizes
among the -writing materials to mail news items, birthday
greet:UWE', sPecial stories, etc., that children- may wish to send-
to friends- in the roam (including the teacher). A child's name
and desk or table number _could constitute his "address," or
children could invent unitiue address systems. At a regulikr
time each day, a child postman could make the deliveiies.

SOME WAYS TO MAKE BOOKS
4

Basic Materials
Papers and containers Fasteners
heavy cardbotird

(boxes)
oaktag
newspaper
construction- paper
newsprint
manila paper
wallpaper sample
books.

flat boxes
paper, towel tubes

metal ringsrings
yarn, thread
ribbon, twine
staples
'brass fasteners
nuts, bolts, washers
shoe laces
elastic bands

Decorative Materials .

crayons, paints, magic markers
contact paper scraps, used gift paper

. cloth oddmentsburlap, felt cottons

Some Practical Aspects

...Toole

-scistiors
glue
1" and 2" tape
-paper punch
paper cutter
needles
stapler . "

a



c.

Large Claao.Booka
=.+0,1

c:
1

i
r-

Cut- helairy- &trdboard..
'covers to suit large
. sheets of assorted .Pa- -
pers (manila, construe-
..tion, oaktag).. Puinch
holes 'and' fast4M with
nuts, washers. and bolts. .

These can ,easily' be re-
Moved to add pages:

= Score and. fold here
Add-strip of cardboard to reinforce back and front
Coat hangernserted in center ofbook for easy hanging

Protect theAmok covers with clear contact paper or by
brushing with a solution of Elmer's glue and water
(consistency of. cream).

Small Books for Individual-Use

--Staples

32

Punch holes.
Cut slots.
Secure
with rubber
bands.

Stitch with yarn or thread.
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Apply Scotch tape to front and .baCk covers. ..
PUribh holes through tape. and fasten with .rings; brad's.
fasteners; twists from plastic- bags or shoe laces.

.

.1..

11

Simple "accordian". book.
r

Fold sheets of heavy paper and .

tape several sheets together:.
Paste first. and last folded pages
to 'heavy card covers.

Some Practical Aspects

'



S al Books for Individual Use .((heoriOentioncil)
. .

IS

Tape several -sheets of paper to-
gether. fRoll the sheets of paper,

decorated''insert them into a decorate'-p:
paper towel. tube.

Tape two pieces of cardboard to-
gether on three sides only to
make an "envelope." Slip pages
inside.

Use flat boxeli decorated by indi-
victual Childien to protect The

---pages-of -their -storie13--(Oie box
for each story).

Roll up pages of writingi inside
scrap pieces of felt, oaktag, or
leather 'and tie- into a "scroll"
with ribbon.

1VLA-KINCi. USE -OF WORD CARDS
.

As they engage in many of the activities suggested in
this manual, childr n.will request a great variety.ofwords from
the teacher. Such needs may be met in a number of ways. A'
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teacher iziay. simply- tell a child the word that he. requests, the
word may be written- i 'a-child's personal "dictionary," or, it
may be provided as ,a word Card. . . ..

Often, without any
onto

a word will be carefully
Written out for .the child . onto a gard. There will be times,.
however:'vnien a teaCher will Want,to use the occasion as an -
opliciiturilitY for indirect teac 'nig., For example, as the word is..
written. out, the teacher might stdraW:fitterition to the names .

of the letters by saying them "etly as she forms the lettdr
shapes. -Alternatively; a child might be invited. to contribute to
the building-up orhis .word through the use of questions such
as, "now . : . what letter does your word begin -with?" By these
iiieans, writing .a word card will become a joint activity. .

Whenever a child requests a word inithe early stages of
his writing developmenand the word has been written out for
him, the teacher Should also give him a second, blank card. At a
certain time each day, children should copy each.iyord-givento
them onto., a corresponding blank card and then read each
word. .This is suggested for two reasons: First, the act of
copying serves as a reinforcement to both writing and reading
the word. Seaond, .the _child builds up. a _c011ection of duplicate
words, making possible many more writing activities. Ideally,
word cards should. bd -stored in a file box, but a strong manila
envelope is a practical alternative. At first,- the order will be
random. Experience in arranging words in alphabetical order
can come. later;

Some Activities with Word Cards
A. Sorting Activities

The word cards are a basic resource for sorting activities
'of-many kinds,. Sorting can take place at a variety of

- -levels of sophistication, but all children can participate.
Examples of criteria for sorting are:

Wordsp,that begin with a specified lett,er
Words that begin with a specified sound.
Words that rhyme
Words that have a specified_ numb_ er, of letters



-.Worth; with a specified number of syllables
W,Oid. that go together thematicallY,

.. Action worth&
Naming. wordi'
.'"Words about. me"
"Words I have pitiotten how to read"

8. Words with pictUres

.- Give the child..;.a- set. of any five pictures mounted on
cards: Choose one picture, and ask the child to find all of
the: words in his box that-could' go with it and to place
them around it.

,

e.g. Picture of a car
Child choosedf ride car fast

race seat police
wheels

Ask. the repeat' =the activity 'for.each of the other.
picture's:- When he has finishe'd, ask: him to .read the
words and to talk .. about; how, they are .related to each
picture. .

As an extension-of:this activity, the child can beasked to
give one or more sentences which .inelude -the words-he
has selected. ,

.C. "Conce,ntration"

The thiplicate sets la words allow) child to play.
"Concentration," but the game is enhanced if the sets of
cards of individuals are Combined. In either case, a child
who turns over matching cards must say the word:before
the cards, can be taken. When sets are eobined; both
players' word recognition and reading .abilities .are,
enriched.

D:, Word /Ong°. :-

1. Prepare and duplicate large number of copies of
Bingo master sheets in the forms shoWn belOW:

1
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W. rd. -Bingo.

I

1--. n'''.
t!.

Long Form (16 words)
Short form' (9. words)

.:*

2..Aiik the Child'who wishes to make agame to take frorn
his box-all the words that he can readup to-25 words. (/
Check to see: that he can read theM. .

3. Give- the child three capiee of either the short or the
long form of Bingo sheet. Check to gee that. he
knows how to play Bingo. i - l *.

4. Ask the Child to shuffle all .his word cards and then
Copy the first word into the top space of the.column on
the left,' second word into the second; space in that
column, and-130 on until the first Bingo sheet is filled,

5. Ask the.child to shuffle the word, cards_a second time
. and to fill in the spaces on the Second Bingo. sheet -in

the same manner as before. -

Askthe child to .shuffle and repeat the _process for the
third Bingo sheet.. .

7.. The child.,Who made the game playsit with three'other
players in the normal. way. The child who makes '.the
game should be the "callek" .in the initial. stages,
saying and showing each word to the other players.
Later; as children begin to recognize the'new
lary, the words need not be shoWn as they are spoken.

E. Making sentences

1. Check that the child's word bbx contains a
number _and variety of words for him
sentences. Some children may need to
additional 'prepositions, pronouns, etc., but

sufficient-
to make
be.. given
such nevi



words should not, be provided without the child's
agreernent, and his own suggestions should be elicited
whenever possible. Then talk with the -child about
making a sentencewhat kinds of words come, first,
the need for the sentence to make sense, etc. Build one

..or two sentences with the child, placing the cards in
order fcir him. If the. child has difficulties with
arranging the- cards on the table, provide a "pocket"
as shOwn below:

cano'SCL,*}
;

and

-L.

Check to. lee that the child. can read each sentence:.
after it has been con r rutted.

Asti the child :to Mak more sentenceswith the cards in
his box. Encourage him-to make as many different
SentenceS'.as possib.p: When the child states that he
has finished, let him read. each sentence to you.

2. Select two children to work together. Ask them to take
from their boxesth, words that they.can read. Ensure
that the words remain in separate
Ask the children to spread out their cardS, still keeping
them separate, so that they-can see -each.;.word:

. .

.,Check to see that the combined sets. of cardS are of
sufficient numberapd variety.for sentence building:; If
not; either ask the children to look. in weir boxes for
cards. of the kinds required, .Or"!pro*iae. such cards
yourself .after discussion with the
Tell the childien that they are going to. 'play -a
.sentence- making game by working together : Explain
that they will take turn's in selecting a, word to-start-a
sentence from 'their. sown set Of- cards; and that the
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other child must then add the next word, the first child
the next word, and so on, until a child puts dowh a'
word which he thinks completes a sentence. The game
then halts' while the children discuss whether or not
they then have a complete sentence. If so, The child
who placed the last word, reads the sentence aloud
and writes his name on a blank card which is placed
by that sentenke. The game then continues until no
more sentences can be made with the cards available.
The teacher then checks the sentences and asks each
child to read aloud the sentences which .have his name
by them.

"3. ,Ask the .child to select ten of his favorite words from
his box: Check to see that-he can read.these w6rds and
then add ten more words from, his box so_ that
sentences can be 'constructed. .

Ask the child to make one sentence using only. the .20
words and to read it aloud. Then invite the child to
make as many different sentences as he can with the
words _as follows:

Construct a sentence with the word cards-.
, Copy .the sentence into a.blank book.-

Break up the line of word cards.
Make another sentence.
Copy it into, the-hook after leaving adequate space

to illustrate the first sentence.
Continue as before.

When the child states thathe has finished, ask him to
read the sentences in his book and then invite him to
add illustIations. .

If the child has written very few sentences, show him
how to make a new sentence from an 'old one by
substituting for ,a small number . of words, or by
changingthe positions of words. For example: '`

My father likes tp, drive fast.
MST mother likes to drive .fast.
arly mother likes 1c, drive our car.

.°,My mother likes 'to fide' in our car.
My brother hates to ride in our car.

.
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Father loves my mother.'
1Viaiher love_ my father. :

Illy.- Mother loves father.
-My 'father laves mother.

4 Talk with two children. about questions and answers:
use one child'asword cards to'..build'a question such as,
"What -do yoxi like to do?" Ask the Other. child to
construct aanswer tothe question with his own word

-.,:Cards. Far. example:
"I.Iike.to play baseball."

alb

The children then continue the game, one child makes
it` queslion and reads it aloud, then the other
-constructs an answer and reads it aloud-also.. If the
14nswer is accepted as a response to the question, the
second child has a turn to pose a queatin. If not, the
first child has a second turn.
The game may be extended to include four or five
children. One child begins the gamp by constructing a
question which each of the others attempts to answer.
The first child to do so,= asks the next question.
At a later stage, cards containing marks and periods
may be provided for the children's use.

Chi Ten's Writing



,chapter
Writing

The actiNiities...,thiggeeted here. are for the teacher's;use.-
Each activity isyresented in two parts: The first describes the-
sequence which the teacher may follow When introducing the
"work to the group. The second gives. suggestions for follow-up
.activities. Activities are classified as "immediate" or "03ibse-.
quent". Imiimediate follow-Up activities shoUld* take- Place..once
the children shave responded to the original:StirMilus, normally 't
within a...daY or two of "teacher's introduction. SUbiequent
follow7uP activities may extend over a much longer period.

. . Both. kinds of follow,:up activities are -Central* to.. the
child's learning.. They are not mere- enrichment. Often, they .

will justify the work which the chi_ ldren have* completed and
stimulate them to :go further: FOr example; the."Iloinemade
Read* . Alongs" activity will lead to the prodUCtiOati of the
children's own books and corresponding tapes. If these arehot
read and listened to by'Other "children; as the immediate follow-
up suggests, the children mak.see little point in having them: .

All the activities generate. work :which. is individual. No
child in a group will produce writing Which is identical to that
Of another, but many opportunities are provided for individukd
work to be combined into a larger whole. Many Children -find
working within a'group very.supportive, andtuch an'apProach
generates of ideas which are usually shared axid-
elaborated.

It must.becstrebse(raiwain that each
ing point; Although the sequence: w

is merely a start
:activity. suggests



may be followed closely in the first instance, teachers will find
that some modifications and extensions may produce a better
correspondence between'the work and the characteristics of a
particular group or class. Teachers shoulcMtjlesitate to make
such modifications once they receive feedback from the
children.

The activities which follow are associated with the
transactional, - expressive, and poetic postures at leNcels appro-
priate to young childreh. The activities and the writing
postures with which they are associated are shown belovir:

o.

Transactional Expressive Poetic
L Ordering Pictures
2. Perso:nal Scrapbooks
3. Pictures and Words
4. Words and Actions
5. Pocket Books
6. Books without Words
7. Class Books
8: Playing with Words
9. Hothemade Read Mongs_

10. Greeting Cards
\ 11. "If I were teeny...: "

12. Nonsense Rhymes and
Stories

13. .Comic 8trips
14. Small Books.

.15. Picture. Postcards
16. TV Guides
17. Advertisements -
18. "When I grow up ...
19: Science aszurnal-
20. Mood Music
21. In the Bag
22. Parts
23, Tall Tales
24. Yarn Stories

.4

*
*.

s

ORDERING PICTURES

Activity Sequence
1. Cut out and 4nourt on uniform size pice.s of tag board,

42 Claildrenly Writing
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otitis -Of- 4 Pieturee which, when ordered; shoW a simple
story.: (Such sequences may .be foinld in 'm*gazines, in

fcomic strips,: or in S advertisements.)
eive a child a set of picturei3 and askhim to put them in
the right order to tell, the stoiry..:'

3. 'falk with the child about the story which the pictures
e. Child- to tell you one sentence about. each

4. 4.sk tile child if the pictures could be arranged in any
f ..

show.other -order to show a different story. If the Child can 'd
... , this, askc him to tell you. the story, as. before.. ,

A. Immediate
r ;:r

p

Ask the child if he., would like you' to write out one
sentence about each pictureonto card strips...It so, take
the dictation and write in such a manner that the
onlooking child is shown correct formation ofletters, the
importance of spaces between word units and the use of
the capital letter and 'period. when writing a sentence.
When the cards have beenvritten, arrange them and the
pictures in random order. The child must th.ftn match
each card with 'its-picture and then arrange the pairs in
the correct sequenceto tell the story.

. .

PERSONAL SCRAPBOOKS

Actiirity Sequence
-1-

.
a.

.1'..Talk with the children about: the nature. of. scrapbook;
Explaiirn that a..- personal scrapboO4: .contain
graphic' thihOs'.Of particular interest to .an individUal
such .as: .. .

photographs .

'Magazine pictures

Wilting Activities .
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*finals
'earth; 'of all 'kinds
letterii
cuttilass froin neWspaPerti

.

pieCes of their oivrr:writing
2. Give each-Child.t*o pieces of cardboard cut from heavy

.cartons. and a variety of .kinds of paper cut to a corre-
sponding tiize: card and papers should have.punched.:
holea.

3. Provide the children With.decoretivematerials and tools,
such as contact -paper, wallpaper, tissw,__foili crayons,'
magic maikers,glue; and iicissors. (Theae-*aterials and
tools-Can be pooled for the warking:gtoup-.)

, - . , .

4. Allow each Child-to decorate the cover for'hitiescrittbook-
sind help him -to 'write- air .appropriate title of hikown
choice for it.

. "- -

5. Provide brasi fasteriers .1'/2' long) and .help each child.
assemble his scrapbook.

6. Help each child to make a first entry in the sCrapbook.
This should refer to when he started the book and
something about how he made it The entry may be
dictated by the child, and written by the teacher, or
written. perikmally by the child with the teacher's help
with; words.

Follow Up .

The activity is long` term. Children will add to their
scrapbooks over a period of perhaps asemester.
niany of the entries of the younger children will be
pictorial with perhaps captions added, with the teacher's
help. If entries are written by the teacher, space can be
left. for the child, to copy, or even trace over, the Written
words. As children begin- to write indepeh.dently as a
result of other experiences, this development should be
reflected in their scrapboolak_The sequence.oflabeling,
writing single phrases or sentenbes, then writing sever,a1

h idren's Writing
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. -
related sentences should be encouraged_;'but the choice of
entries -should. remain the child's. All entries should be
dated and entered in chronological order. If a _child.
wishes, at a later -date, to add to an existing entry,
additional pages can be inserted for this purpose.
The teacher can extend-a child's interest and validate
at, appropriate times & by providing supplementary
material which a child ma_ y wish to enter into the
scrapbookalongside his.own entry. For example,-a child
Whp has written a poem, might be-given another that has
the 'Bathe theme.

It is important also that teacher and ..child should sit
together from time.to tirnwtaread-through-the scrapbook.
In this way, a child's own development can/become
clearer to h* nd it can become a diagnostic tool for the
teaeher. or example, both child and teach4a-can become
awa f progress in the following modes:

a. A movement from pictorial iepresentation the
use of words with pictures and then to word& one.

b. The increasing range of kinds of bo in
regard to form and content.

c. Patterns of interest, their persistence and sh
Such, scrapbooks can he one of the records of childr n's
development which can be shared with parents o a
regular basis.

ay.

PICTURES AND WORDS

Activity Sequence
1. Obtain apicture of a person or event that will be of high

interest to the children, 'for example: 7

The aackson Five, in concert
A crane lifting an object at a building

. ......_site . e

_ .
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2: piagliy -the picture on the bulietin board tagether with
one related word printed on a.file .carcl:(3" x .

3. Ask the Children What the word has to do with the picture
and initiate discussion' the picture eliciting other
Words.

4: Highlight significant words which come up during, the
discussion by the use of statements such as:

r d-. `Yes, that's -a go9d word..: Would yOu say it again
.-'-\ please?" .. ... .

"Is there another Word which means the same?"
. -

Stress desicriiitiVe words which evoke vivid 'images.

15:,- ShOw the children a prepared file 'pocket containing a
....:J number -of blan file cards: Pin the poocket at the foot of

the bulletin boa . Tell the children:that they may take
any number of le Cards on. which they may write words
.(one per card) related to the picture. Offer help in writing
..words if such helpriS needed. may that the file cards will
.be' pinned near the piCture. --.. .

-,
Follov Up

A. ImMediate
When interest wanes; remove the picture and file cards,.
Paste the picture on the outside of a heavy manila-
envelope and place the cards. inside. Punch a hole in the
top of the envelope and hang it in a place in the room so
'that the picture is visible;
The children will then use the envelope as a thematic
word source.

B: Subsequent

Use ti drr Mior sorting games, for 'example:
Words that begin with the same

sound.

Children's Writing



Words. that tell how you feel.
Words -that tell what somethilzg

-looks like.
lArords- you like/Words you don't

like. -: .

Wards you can read/words you
--Can't read..

WORDS AND ACTIONS,

Activity Secluence
.

1. Write individual words, such .as angry, scared, silly, and
cool, on separate caids..Make a set'" at least 20. .

2 Select one of the cards, such as. that with scared written ,
on it, and pla'ce it face upwards on atab-le around.which
the children are grouped. Ask the 'children to read the
word. aloud.

3. Talk to thetchildren about the word, the rages which it
evokes, and the bodily responses which the
naturally make when stimulated by the word. Citnsider
the range and extent of bodily movements and facial
expressions by questions such as:

"WhEit- would your hands look like?"
"What .wouki your eyes look like?"
"How would you move? Slowly? Quickly? Quietly?"

4. Ask one child in the group to select a card which appeals
to him, to keep it unseen by the rest of the'children,and to
try to- convey what' the word is by mime and gesture...
Other children in the group are challenged to -guess ttite4
word. -

5. Continue activity four until each child in the group has
had a turn.

64-Provide blank cards and longer strips of card, and invite
the children to write other words, phrases, and sentences

X

Writipg Activities
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which. could be used for the same : "game11- by other
children. Provide assistance with the writing, as
-net:es:wary.: .

Follow Up.

A. Immediate.

Have. the children exchange Cards. which they have
Written and continue the mime activity in smaller
groups.

B. Subsequent
Collect the cards Which the children have written and,
store them in a .labelled manila .exivelope, or box.

Use the cards for a modified game of.Charades.
Use the cards to suggest paintings or draWingsZ
Have each child pick a card and assume a still pose that
conveys the word on the card. Photograph each child in
his pose. Mount the photographs beside the envelope of -

cards so that the children can match the tends to the
photos.

POCKET BOOKS..

Ac wipy Sequence
1. Make-a number of small picture' books of -4 or 5 pages, as

shown below, and provide a packet of oaktag strips for
each,

Pictures -mounted on oaktag
sheets fastened with metal rings,,

Fold bottom edge. up approxi-.
mately 11/2" and staple to form a
pocket to hold word cards.. .

Children's Writing
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2. -Give each child3n-alsiiaall group One book and a packet of ..

the Otrips... .
. .

Ask the children to think -about the story Whieh the.
piCtures dell.

v

4 Talkwith each child, indfridually about the piatures-and
the story.. Invite the: child to write (or dictate- to yon .and
then copy) o: .the cards a word, .phrase or sentence
suggested by_each picture :page. Ask-the child --tO then
place the-cardS in the corresponding .PocketS.

6-

. .

-5. Sit with each ,child who has completed activity four and
read what he has written aloud to him.Check that he can
read it. .RemOve the cards and arrange them in random
order.-Ask the child Co read each card and replaceit in the .

Correct pocket.: ,

Follow Up
A. Immediate

4If the child has written a phrase or sentence to
correspond with each picture page, sit with him and
discuss how the phrases and sentences consist of
arrangements of Word. units. Thep, with the child
watching,. cut up one card into the word 'units and ask
him to replace them in the Correct order (Make sure that
the word units are in randirup order before -the child
orders them). Ask the childNio repeat the process for

. himself with the remaining cards. 1N-hen this hibibeen
clime correctly, point out that the word -units can be used -Er
to make other phrases 6r -sentences. and leave the
with the task of trying to. Make one or more of them to
match a picture, or pictures, in the book, placing the
word units in the pockets as before.

Staple a. manila envelope to'the back page of each book
for the permanent storage of the cards on which-a child
has. written.. These cards may then be used to intro-duce'
the activity to others..

_ Writipig Activities .49
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-SubseqUent-
.

Preate: display space -fOr the books and associated
and invite other children- to- match the Words and

....pictures.-

BOOKS WITHOUT WORD

Sequeince.

1. Make a collection of commercial a homemade books
without words such as the following:

Vickie
.The Naughty Bird
A homemade book about racing cars
A homemade book of cartoons

2:Allow the children to "read" and disCuss the books.

3.- Make it clear to the 'children that the books tell a story or
give information. Point O'ut that' the story" or the
information might also be told in words..

a . . .
4. Invite each child to think of words, phrases, or sentences

about the pictures in his book. Say that you would like to
know about -them and will visit with him.

,
I.

5. Sit with the child: Write the words, phrases, or sentences.
-rhich,the child gives on paper or cards. Affix the writing
teinporarily in the picture book by means of paper clips
or rubber bands.

6-. Expect that each child can read what you have written
for him.

Follow Up _

. 50

A. Immediate
Let children exchange the books to which .words have
been added and try. to read them:,

UMW
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2. Select'a high-interest topic and gather related materials
such as pictures, a piece of poetry, magazine and
newspaper cuttings, etc.

3. Discuss the topic with the children, showing them the
materials and the large. book,

4. Begin to assemble the materials into the large book in an
orderly fashion, taking suggestions from the -children
while so. doing.

5. Tell the children that the large book is for the class to
complete. Inform them that they are invited to, write,
draw, or collect contributions for it.

6. Write the title of the book on the cover and place it in a
prominent position saying that you hope children will
make their contributions during the next few days.

Follow Ur
A. Immediate

elk

Help. the cbiislren who wish to do so to produce
contributions to the large book during their writing time.

Subsequent
Abstract words from- the conipleted book and reArrite
them on cards as a thematic- word .source..

DeveloP. a system for exchanging class7books among
other classrooms at the same level within and/or outside
of your school.

Writing Activities
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PLAYING WITH WORDS

Sequence

1. Write an incOmplete, evocative phrase on thb board, such
as:

Happy is ...
Angry is....

2. Talk to the children about the. phrase and ask them how
might 'complete it.- TrY to. elicit vivid, persmial

images. . .

3. Help each child to write one or more.cOmPleted phrases.
.4.

. -46 Provide' each child with paper and crayons and ask him
to illustrate the.phrase that he has written which he likes

., .
best. Help 'each child, as necessary. ,

Follow Up

. A. Irmnitiate
.

---, ,

. .

Make a. montage of the children's drawings and writing
in:the form of a chart, with: the appropriate heading.

Repeat with other incomplete phrases.

52
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.13 Subsequent
I..

Make a large book of blank pages, with a new title of the
same kind, and invite children to respond by writing
phrases and sentences in the book.
When the cluldren have made a large number o
responsek help theni reorganize their papers into a book
of "Opposites'', (e.g., happy/sad, healthylsick-,

Children's Writing



HOMEMADE READ ALONGS
a

.Actaiyitir Sequence

IP

1. Give the child a small bletink book and invite him to draw
or poste arpicture on the left -hand page of each double
opread, leaving the facing page blank,

2. When the child has filled the book, talk with him about a
"story" of one or two sentences to match each picture.

3. Make sure that, the child knows how to use a simple tape
recorder In the recording mode.

4. With the drawings in front of him, let the child tell the
story of each picture onto tape, pausing between each
story.

5. Arrange' for the tape tobe written out in large print by an
older student, a visiting parent, your aide, or yourself.

.

6; Ask the child to copy the written-out storiegiNonto the
corresp'onding blank pages -of his book of drawings or
pictures.

Follow UP

- A. Immediate
Place the child's completed book anditape on display for
other children to read and listen for

B. Subsequent
When .a number of books have been completed, reproduce
the .text of each, on ditto sheets and ask the children
concerned to make their corresponding drawings on
ditto sheets also. Bind up the reproduced text and
drawings into separate books and include blank pages
where cut-out pictures were pasted in the binal books.

Writing :Activities



The reproduced books can then. be iagaed as meadeiit.:
Wherelhere are-blank .pages; each reader can be invited,to anake his own illustrations.

GREETING CARDS

Activity Sequence
1. With the children's help, Make a collection of used

greet,ing cards of all types (traditional and contemporary).

2. Assenible a large vatiety O'f. paper (construction, gift
wrapping, contact, etc.) and writing . and drawing
implements.

f

3. Distribute the cards so that each child has one of each
kind. .

4. Discuss the purposes of the cards and read examples of
the greetings. Make it clear that greetings are short and
to the point.

5. Ask children to make greeting cards of their own.

Follow Up.
Z.

A. Immediate.

Sort and display greeting cards iAt,an attractive manner.

Allow children to send greeting cards to each other
inside folded pieces of paper on which the reCipients'
names must be written by the senders.

B. Subsequent
Set. up ti.-card shop as.an outlet, for cards which children
Continue to produce. Cards should be priced and
"bought" to give meaningful practice of the use of
money.

a
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See that children who have birthdays or who aresick are
sent greeting cards through the Mail by other children,. -

giving, theni practice in writing names and addresses.
culsdlie.oaktag to the size of.a.standard postcardKeep
tlie`s+e 'on hand for children. to turn into: picture post, ardt.

`.41P .WERE TEENY...I"

ACtivitY. Sequence
A

1. Make a collection of miniatures odels ''of people,
animals) and models of smiall living 'things (spiders,
ladybugs, etc.), each of which can be enclosed,completely
by.the clasped hands of the child.

2. Talk about the meaning of the word "teeny." Elicit
synonyms from the children.

3. Let each child in, a small group select.a model which he
can keep and handle during the ensuing discussion. _

4. Talk with the children about what it would, be like to be
very small. Stimulate discussion by, questions. such as:

"Where would you liVe?"
"What could be your bed?" ?
"What would things it ethis room look like?"
'How would irou feel?"
"What things would yOu do that you can't do now?"

5. As the discussion proceeds, build up *a_phart of the words
which the children frequently use, and of particularly
exciting .words. Number the words so that subsequently
they can be referred to easily.

6. Provide some very small books (say 2".x 3").-and some
very large books. Tell tie 'children that they can each
wiitean illustrated book entitled, "If I were teeny ...."
Let each 'child choose a book-of the size he prefers.

Writing Activities



nitiplay the word chart and let the.writing-.begin. Help-
chi'.

-

children wordS, a8 necessary. ..

Tekl the children that .you want to make a cha of .

pictures of very small things. Ask children to CP t
appropriate pictures. 'Organize the chart as ,-"soon a
poesible, with the children's help.

re

. B. Subsequent
Introduce the notion of being gigantic.%

Invite interested children to make similar books entitled,
"If I were, a giant." . -

NONSENSE RHYMES AND. STORIES

'Activity Sequence
1. Select a book a rhymei and nonsense and =read

selections- to a small group of children (for .dxaniple,
'selections from Dr Seuss' Green Eggs and Ham).

2. Talk about rhyming..
3. Seleot a word sea the children in their-basal-reading

program (cat, look, n, etc.) and write it at the top of a
large chart.

4. Show the chatt. to the children anid invite them to make
some words which rhyme with the printed word, helping
theru with letter substitutions as necessary: Write each
word that the.groupaccepts on the chart. List the words
so that :the root of each word is :aligned. Leave adequate
space so that each word cane be illustrated. If children
offer nonsense wOrds, accept them, but make a separate

. , .

.4

_
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list words, lea before, so that
illustrations may be add .

'- .

. 5.. When a sufficient number of words have been listed, ask
the childrei if they use the words to make nonsense
sentences,.for example: .

I

) .
_"The cook shook the book with 'a glook." "

.
Write one or two of these sentences at the-bottom:ofthe
chart:

.

6. Give each child a small book and invite him to vvrite:
nonsense stories or rhyming sentences in sit, leaving

ispace for llus.trations
.r. ,

e7 As each child completes his book, let him illustrate it

Pp
A, Immediate

Check that each child can read hisi book and then display
4it for others to read.

Display the word chart with other word sour es.

B. Subsequent

`Make a large class book to contain nonsense stories and
rhYmes. Invite children to make" contributions.

Activity Sequence
COMIC STRIPS "N

4. Make a collection of comic strips from newspapers, with:
the children's helpi:
Otif nto nit rips, 1316-ck out the speech, and pagte each

:Writing Actiliitieil
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unit OAP. onto a larger piece of tag '-boaid . as shown-
below:

4

-
--.

. . .

3. Porm a small grOup ofchildren and.hand each child one
of the prepared cardi.

4. Talk about what the strips show. Ask the children what
they think: the charact.ers are saying.

5. Select one strip and ask the. children in the group to
suggest words, phrases, or sentences which the characters
might speak. Write these on paper cut into the form of
speech "balloons," and affix them to the tag board with
paste so third the "tail" of ea .1c_j_19aall 'on associates with
the character who is speaking.

6. Give each child paper, scissors, paste,and a writing tool.
Let him write and paste. balloons lettered with the
appropriate words, phrases, or sentences onto the board..
ProVide help as necessary.

.

Follo*r Up

A.-.Immediate

"Put tirigether associated comic strips completed by the
children in book form.

Children's Writing



Provide a thematic source: of words:used in 'ethnic tit
in the form of a wall chart.. Illustrite each word.

B. Subsequent
Discuss words often used in comic strips, such as ZOOM
and. WHOOSH, and show how they are related to actual
sounds. Let children invent similar words.

Provide dittoed' frames with 3 or 4 sections and invite
children to use them to make their own comic strips.
These may be created around a cartoon character
invjented by the class, e.g. ALEXANDER THE ALLIGATOR.

Activity Sequence

1. iVlake a large number of four-page books of varying
shapes and sizes.

2. Make a collection of writing materials (pencils, Magic
Markers, crayons, ball-point pens).

SMALL. BOOK

3. Introduce the books and the writing materials to the
children making clear:

a. Where ihey will be stored.
b. When they will be available to the children.
c. That any child may take one of the books and the

writing/drawing materials to produce a personal
book of writing; drawing; pasted pictures, etc. about
a topic of his own choice; for example:

A book of names -arid telephone
numbers

A book of jokes and riddles
A book about myself
Footly11 stars
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Follow Up
A. Immediate

.Cteate a display area for the- completed boo_ ks. so that
children can _See each .other'S 'work.

.Arrange to spend time with each child who completes a
book to discuss content and approach with the objective-
of diagnosing difficulties and interests and o uggest,
complementary or alternative malaria of expres

B. Subsequent
Select one . or more books whic appear to be of
fundamental imporiance to their .a thorn and offer the
children concerned the means of tep clueing their work
so that larger numbers of children. I ay have copies to
read, take hoine, or work d olor to the pictures,
change words, add own statements etc.):

The usual means "f reproduCtion will be a ditto machine.
The children the IS :elves can prodUce the= masters With
some 'help from You.

. .

PICTURE POSTCARDS

Activity Sequence
1: Make a Collection of picture postcards from an art

museum, showing only reproductions of abstract or
fanciful work, (qr. paintings by Miro, Kandinsky or Ben
Nicholson. Augment the collection by making "post
cards" with cuttings from parts of advertisements and
patterns from magazines, posters, etc.

2. Select one of the cards and ask one child in a group to
talk about it Encourage the child to go beyond literal

Children's Writing



descriptions by asking questions such as, "How does the
picture make you feel?" or, "Does the picture remind you
of something else?"

3. Select one or two responses which the group likes and
write Mem on a piece of oaktag.

4. Place the picture postcard and the oaktag on display.

5. Spread out 'the remaining cards and have each child
select one.

6. Give each child a piece of oaktag and ask him to write
.about the picture he has selebted, leaving space at the top
to mount the picture postcard, using photo corners; and
space at the bottom. Provide assistance' with the writing,
as necessary.

FolloW
4

A. Immediate
Display, the work which the children. have Produced.
Other children may respond to the picture postcards by
writing in the space left: free on the oaktag.

B. Subsequent
There may be artwork produced by children. which could
be a rich resource for writing of the kind outlined above.
Abstract patterns, finger paintings, collage& and some
structures can stimulate emotive written responses. It.. _
must be stressed that the child who produces the artwork
may feel little need to write about: it, but he may enjoy
other children's responses to his work in this different
way. Suitable artwork can be mounted and boxind into a,
book with interleaved blank pages on which "readers"
may write their impressions of the pictures.
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TV GUIDES:

Activity. Sequence

1. Make a-collection of TV Guides.
. ,

2. Give a TV Guide to each child in the group and dismiss
the range of contents:

Informative entries-listings, times, channels.
Opinionsprogram reviews, etc.
Descriptive entriesstories about TV stars, how

programs were made, etc..
Advertisingpreviews of future programs,. etc.

3. Talk with the group about making a TV Guide. Talk with
each child about the contribution he would like to make,

4. Provide the children with writing and draWing imple-
ments and paper of a uniform size.

5. Allow the children time to produce thei individual
Contributions to the joint TV Guide. Provi e- help with
words and Phrases ass necessary.

-6 Designate a sii*iiite-ar in which completed entries
may be deposited.

When all the _contribution = are ready, assemble them
into the guide with the chit reri's help.

Foliovic Up

A. Immediate

Cut out of commercial TV Guides the words which are in
sufficiently large print, choosing only those words
which are used frequently by the children wheri writing
their Own joint guide. Paste the words onto a large sheet
of tag board, add a suitable heading, and store the sheet
with other similar word sources for the children's future
use.
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B. Subsequent
Discuss the design of ditto Masters which could de .fine
the format for the production of other TV Guides.

aforee.... Go r,ic
.

Children can then complete such dittoed sheets and
assemble a TV Guide on a regular basis.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Activity Sequence
1. With the children's help, collect old newspapers, maga-

zines, and catalogues.
2. DiECCUSS the contents of a magazine with the children,

Pointing out that certain. pages show ad-c'rertisements
and others give information and opinions.
Fs Ocus on advertisements and discuss their nature.

aim

4. Show that advertisements usually comprise an illustra-
tion plus writing.

5. Take one advertisement and _cut out, or obliterate, the
writing. Ask the children to suggest alternative "copy."

6. Give each child a newspaper, magazine, or catalogue
and scissors and paper. Suggest that each child choose
an advertisement, cut out the illustration only, and think
of writing that should go with it.

7. Children paste or staple pictures onto paper and write
the supporting copy, being helped as necessary.
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ate
IndividUal Children's work may be assembled to produce
an advertising leaflet or catalogue.

B. Subsequent
AbstraCt "advertising words" from the children's, copy
and produce a thematiC chart tote used as a word source.

"WHEN I GROW UP ..."

Activity Sequence
1. Prepare some 'sheets of paper of uniform size that would

be suitable for binding into a book at a later time:

2. While, the children -watch, write the heading, `When I
grow. Up .." on one of the sheets:of paper.

3. Talk to the group about growing up and discu-ss with the
children what might happen to their. InVite the children
to.make statements which begin with the words "When.I
grow up ..." Initial responses- may concern what each
child aspires to become, e.g.,

"When I grow up, I'll be a pop star."
Encourage wider ranging responses by asking the group
to consider leading questions such as:

"What will you look like?"
"Where will you be able to go?".
"What will seem funny/strange to you then?"
"What will things in the world look like_ then?'

4. Give each child a sheet of paper and ask him to write the
idea that he likes best (selected from his own suggestions)
at the top, or bottom, leaving room for subsequent

Children's Writing
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illu atra n.-Allow the children to.prepare more thanone
Sheet. vide' help with writing, as necessary.-

Follow, Up

A. Itamediate,
Al loW. the children,to-illustaiate each of the statements
they have made. ---

'-ooinbine:.the = sheets into a
,group book. Bind:in some

blank pages scp that other children can add to the book. , if
they. so wish. _

B. Subsequent
Encourage children to make similar, complete booklets
of their -own. Make the booklets available fora others to
read.

SCIENCE JOLTRNAL

. Activity Sequence
1. Obtain a pot, a bag of patting soil or vermiculite, and a_

packet of seeds (choose something that germinates
quickly and shows fairly rapid growth, such as four
o'clock, zinnia, marigold)

2. Make up and mimeograph some "data sheets." For
example:

Date Name of Plant
HoW many plants are there?
flow many bUds are there?
How .many flowers are there? .4it

. Kew tall is-the tallest plant?
.Comment.:



3.. Staple about a dozen data sheets into an oaktag cover,
4. With a small group of children, supervise the planting of

the Seeds.

5._ Show the children the data book and explairi to them
that they can use the book to keep track of the growth of
the seeds that they have just planted.

.

6. Ask them to suggest a title for the book. Write the title on
the coveror let one of the children write it.

7- Turn to the first data sheet and fill it out with the
children. Point out that the Commerit section will be
used to draw pictures of the plant as it grows and to write
about new things as they happen (such as buds and
flowers). Collaborate with the children on writing a few
lines about the planting you just did:

Follow Up
A. Immediate

Either on a systematic basis (about once a week), or
when something "new" happens with the plant, make

. an entry in the journal. Encourage tIte children to
describe size, shape, color of flowers and leavest etc., and
to draw pictures to accompany the descriptions. Assist
the children with the _writing as necessary..,

B. Subsequent
When the plants seem to have reached their peaks, go
over the journal with the children to give. in sense of
the overall development. Use the journal discuss the
order of the growth stages and the amount Offline it took
for each new thing to happen.
Game- -if several different types 'of flowers were grown,
one child could draw his favorite and the others could try
to guess what it is. Have the people doing the guessing
tell why they guessed as they did.
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Activity Sequence" .

MOOD- MUSIC

.1. Play a. track frOm a recording which- evokes Phantagy
such ;

"Pictures at an Exhibition'," Moussoigsky-Ravel ..

"Scheherazade,7 Rirnsky-Korsakov .

"La -Boutique Fantasque," Rogisini-Respighi
: .

2. As the children listen quietly, ask them to write Words
which come into their minds. The words need 'not be
connected in any way.

3. Help each child to spell his= ords correctly,.and also help
him -to write others which he cannot write for himself.

'

4. Repeat th music while children add words to their lists.

5. Give furt er help with spelling, as before.
6. Prcvid each child,with paper and crayons and ask him

to dra a pattern or picture evoked by the music and his
words. s this .. activity proceeds, play the music once

. again.
.

Follow Up
A. Immediate 1

Work with the children and help them to use their words,
and other words, to produce free verse. Using the words

- dance, spin, warm, shadow, soft, a child . might be
encouraged to write: -

dance soft shadoW
spin and spin
warm in the sun
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B. Subsequent
Mount. the children's drawings and associated writing
on facing pages in a large book. Title the book according
to the music and display it in the classroom.

Allow, children, who exhibit interest, to repeat the
procedure for themselves.

r. 7

A-IN THE BAGS.
. .

ACtivity Sequence

1.

1. Place a number of small objects which have surfaces of
different textures in a deep, narrow bag. Suitable objects,
might be:.

a smooth stone
an irregular_piece of an eraser
a cube of sponge rubber
a glass marble
a piece of
a small piece of wood with nails

partly driven into it
a small piece of driftwood
a piece of metal

2. Pass the bag around a small group of children and ask
them to feel the objects,inside it'without looking at them.

Ta to the children about their sensations as they touch
the o ects in the bag.

4. Ask each child to write words which come to mind as' the
bag is passed around again. .

5. Help each child to spell hie'worcis correctly, and to write
others which h could not write for himself.

6. Help the children to*use their words, and other words, to

1446. -

. -. -
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-t,t!
evocative phrases and sentences about the objecti

%.*,- the bag. Stress.the'Ose of comparisons (similes and
metaphors).

Hard as my father's. hand
The smooth fingers of a tree

Follow 'VP

A. Immediate
Collect the children's writing and use it to make a 4hart
on which the objects in the'bag are-also. displayed. .Invite
other children to associate each phrase or sentence with,
one or more of the objects.

B. Subsequent
Allow interested children to make up another set of
objects to put in a , bag, and use this set with other
children, as before.

. .`Activity Sequence
.

1"ART

1. Discuss with the children the various parts of the faCe.
Make a word list as you point them out.

2. Pass out a hand mirror to each child. Ask them .to study
their faces for a moment. Then ask each child to decide
which of his features he likes best.

3. Have the children look in their mirrors again, focusing
on the feature they like best. Tell' them to watch that
feature as they change their expressiOn: sad, happy,
frightened, stirprised. -

.

4. Discuss -with :the. childreh why they like their favorite
feature and whate they saw that feature do when they

It
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.

charigeci:expresOions: Build word charts..aageneriat,ed.
this

Follow Up
.

Immediate
Give the children assorted drawing materi #s and ask
them to draw _a very large picture of their favorite
feature..Tell the children to leltire space on the:feature to

1;dictate or write something about it. When the.writing is
finished, have the children cut out their features. Help
-die children to .constrUct a bultitin board assembly of
faces" made from the features they-contribute.

TY4p activity can be adapted for anything that is
composed of "paits" that children can easily differenti-
ate (e.g., bodies, _bicycles, biseball teams, etc.). In
addition, the activity,has the potential for beiiig a good
way to introduce the notion.of functional relationships.

. .

Activity Sequence..
14.

TALL TALES

1. Read a tall tale., to the children (Davy Croekett, Paul
Bunyan, Mighty Mouse, etc.). Discuss the meaning of
the word exaggelth.tion, helping the children to point out
the exaggeratioKs in the story-just read: -,

2. Tell the children thai the story is a tall -Cale.' Make. sure
they understand that the hero of a tall talc can dathings
that ordinary persons or dnimals cannot do.

3. Encourage the_children to invent their own heroft.forroill .,

tales. Help them name their characters and decfde What ".
,their special capabilities are. 4

-

'.,) .. i;1 -.'
. A
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' A -
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Follow Up
A. Immediate

' r

Make a catalogue of Tall Tale Heros. Halle the children
ustrate their hero. Help them to, write on the illustration

the _ name of their char cter, as well as: any other
information thty might ant to include. Make the

" catalogue of a loose-leaf type so that children can easily
add pages for new characters as-they invent them.-

B. SubsequeRt
Encourage children to write or dictatestories about.the
adyentures of their charadter. Some l:children might'
choose to make a bound collection of stories about a
particular character.. Others want to produce their
work in the form of read-alongs (described earlier).

ActivitY- Sequence
YARN STORIES.

I. Cut peveralkstrarids of ylrLin-to a uniform length (3-5 feet).
Tie th.6 strands together at one end. As you hold the tied
end, pass each of the free ends to a different child.

2. Begin to tell a story,. As you reach a place requiring a
descriptive word or a strong noun or verb, tug one of the
yarn strands. Encourage_ the child whose strand has
been tugged to add a word to keep the story going..You
may want to begin the activity. with ft familiar story ar
then follow with a, new invented story.

3, Build a chart of the words the children sfipply.

Follow Up
A. Immediate

Encourage the 'children to illustrate a portion of the



story. Remind them.that the word chart willhelp thein if
they wish to writea sentence or two about their picture.

B. Subsequent N4'

Store the yarn strands in a place that is visible and
accessible to the children. Encourage them to form small
groups to make up stories for themselves, with one of
them playing the teacher role. They may wish to tape
record these 'sessions for later use in creating read-
aldngs.

ASSOCIATING WRITING WITH
GENERAL. CLASSROOM. ACTIVITY

The lwenty-four topic's presented here will induce varied
and extensive-writing which most children will enjoy prOducing,
Nevertheless, the approach is contrived, and children already ,--
may be engaged in activities which would even more readily
stimulate them to write:.

In any classroom where children are working at many
different taske and communicating about their work in .a wide
variety of media, teachers can take an oblique approach to the
generation of writing. All classrooms for young children will
engender some activities which can stimulate children to write,
even though the main approach is more highly structured.
Often,-a structured activity can be associated with less formal
work, to the advahtage of the child..

Teachers will 'find. the following kinds of activities often
lead to writing;

Constructing cmaking and budding things)
Mathematical and "scientific" investigations.
Cooking. .

Setting up and maintaining shops (record shops,
bookshops, shops for "selling" things made by
children)
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